Festka + Ondrash & Kasparek produce another stunning piece of bike
art
Prague, Czech Republic, 15 November 2021 – At the end of the summer FESTKA, the Czech
manufacturer of high-end carbon bike frames, presented their latest collab with artists – the duo
Ondrash & Kasparek (Ondřej Konupčík and Radim Kašpárek). The first bike made over by the
artists was the brand's top-of-the-range model Scalatore. The vibrant multi-coloured scheme
finished in a glossy clear coat went down a storm on Festka's social media and received many
reposts.
The second instalment of the collaboration is a predominantly blue scheme applied to a Festka
Scout, a gravel model which is the latest arrival to the company's model portfolio. In addition to the
more subtle choice of colours, this frame is finished in matt clear coat which gives the designs
another aspect compared to the glossy coat applied to the first frame.
Ondrash & Kasparek's technique involves transferring acrylic paints from the surface of water onto
canvas. The original idea, which Radim Kašpárek had been working on for several years on his
own, was developed and perfected by the artists together during the first lockdown when Ondřej
was unable to devote himself fully to tattooing – an activity in which he's achieved great fame
thanks to his unique abstract style. The method produces spectacular abstract paintings composed
of organic multicoloured shapes on white as well as other colour backgrounds. Imagine clouds of
ink squirted by a psychedelic octopus. Applying their floating creations onto 3D surfaces such as a
bike frame, fork, stem and saddle presented them with a major new challenge.
"We'd been attracted to product design for some time and when the guys from Festka asked us if
we'd like to try something with their frames, we were both totally up for it. We don't paint directly on
canvas or a 3D object. We paint on the surface of water held in a shallow tank. We pour paint on
the surface using self-made tools which we call paddles. They are specially designed to keep the
individual colours in parallel stripes which we blow and manipulate into the desired shapes. The
canvas or the 3D object we’re painting sits at the bottom of the tank. The transfer happens by
releasing the water from the tank very slowly," the artists describe the technique.
The first two Festka frames decorated by Ondrash & Kasparek are available for sale as seen and
orders are open for custom made frames or full builds. The artists offer the option of creating a
painting with designs matching those on the frame. The painting will be priced separately.
The Ondrash & Kasparek treatment is available on all Festka models except ONE and Doppler.
The company has devoted the project a dedicated microsite where customers can get a better idea
of how to order. A number of examples give an idea of what's possible. However, since the art is
not repeatable 100%, Festka warns that clients need to allow for some flexibility in exchange for
getting something truly unique.
Festka Ondrash & Kasparek microsite:
Ondrash & Kasparek — FESTKA
Festka Scout Ondrash & Kasparek pictures:
https://e.pcloud.link/publink/show?code=kZMB0JZYreTEzmLwXfleiNsm5HOFyKozAzV
Festka Scalatore Ondrash & Kasparek pictures:
https://e.pcloud.link/publink/show?code=kZAVmJZNhT72Ebf34RVcAgVp0hbwfTvEIM7
Festka x Ondrash&Kasparek - YouTube

About Ondrash & Kasparek
Ondrash & Kasparek are a tandem of two artists – Ondřej Konupčík and Radim Kašpárek. The
former is the nation's most sought-after tattoo artist with an international clientele. The latter is a
great tinker with a knack for solving technical problems. Having met ten years ago when Radim
came to Ondřej for a tattoo and discovered a common interest in abstract art, they stayed in touch
and exchanged ideas now and then. They started experimenting together five years ago, but it
wasn't until covid depleted Ondřej's appointment books that they started working together in
earnest. The last eighteen months were a blast during which they perfected their technique based
on transferring paints from the surface of water onto canvas and produced tens of works of which
more than a few have been sold already.
About Festka
Festka is a Czech technology company that specializes in the custom production of road bikes and
frames of the highest quality. The company‘s headquarters and production facility are located in
the center of Prague, Czech Republic. Its clients include many interesting people - Hollywood
celebrities, people from big business, as well as those who discovered cycling later in life as their
preferred form or exercise and want (and can afford) to ride an exceptional bike. Festka is
renowned for its cooperation with top notch institutions such as the European Space Agency and
the Czech Technical University. The firm was founded by former pro cyclist Michael Moureček and
his entrepreneur friend Ondřej Novotný. From the very beginning, the creative side of things has
been the work of Tomáš Hnida. Approximately 90% of the frames and full builds that leave Festka‘s
production facility are exported, with 80% of production going to customers outside the EU
- Asia (China, Thailand, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippines), USA, and Australia.
www.festka.com
https://www.facebook.com/festka
https://www.instagram.com/festka/
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